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elcome the year” - this issue of Setu has covered
new year celebrations of different states of India
where Sahaj has its presence. Characteristic of the Indian
cultural mélange - what are the customs and how they
celebrate the first day of the new year in their own ways.
Sahaj 2.0 has unfurled its business strategies pan India.
States had just got over with their AOP Meets. This issue
has viewpoints of State Heads which they have shared
kee
keeping
Sahaj 2.0 in mind.

W

First day of a new year means that no matter where you
ha been …today you get to start again. Seize it! New you
hav
have
for the new year …. So I hope you are revamping yourself
pre
elcome the year ahead more joyously.
ously
ously.
and preparing
to welcome
Sahaj has revamped itself to provide
toda and tomorrow's
tomorro
row's
better services to today's
ha
rural populace. Sahaj is shaping up in such
k ping futuristic prophecy in mind.
way, keeping
This issue of Setu tries to give a feel of - Celebrations and
how these celebrations precede to new beginnings. So we
have tried designing this issue with newer things, and
Sahaj 2.0. This issue has general ‘light’ news followed by
some more serious business strategy to take over in the
ongoing financial year 2017-18. We have rounded off
with some interesting articles as well.
Reading the CEO Sir’s message, Sahaj family will get the
feel of Sahaj 2.0. Readers will get to know the operation
w
pattern of Sahaj 2.0. COO’s speech will let reader know
the approach of Sahaj 2.0.
Executive letters, employee profiles humanize the
company and help strengthen the community around your
brand, so we have
ha e a section where State Heads and
hav
Chief Managers
Manag will share their view about the Organization.
Anytime your
business has anything newsworthy, it should go out in
y
your newsletter. Company news could be anything from showcasing
recent work you've done, so in this issue as well we have a news zone.
This newsletter idea is one way to talk about trends in your industry,
your company mission, and other topics. So, I would definitely look
forward
for your contribution. Write on anything and everything
forw
which
whic would enthuse your colleagues and we will definitely share the
same in this platform.
Write
W to me at – trina.chakraborty@sahaj.co.in.
So keep
k reading & writing. ..
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From Touchpoints to Trust points

Winning over India's
Aspiring Rural Consumers

Dear Friends,

S

ahaj is on the verge of a Strategic shift - a shift for a better tomorrow for the organization and our customers….a shift
to Sahaj 2.0 !

Going forward, Sahaj will build its business across 3 broad segments, that is, a-Sahaj, e-Sahaj and d-Sahaj. a- Sahaj is the
segment where the entire Sahaj Mitr channel will be operated with the direct assistance of company manpower e.g. Aadhaar
and Banking Correspondent locations. e- Sahaj will be the way to scale up in future which will require limited assistance from
the company manpower and where the Param Mitr will perform the lead role. d-Sahaj will involve reaching out directly to the
rural customers through Sahaj apps and Social Media etc.
These three segments will enhance the reach of Sahaj and with this, the organization will go wide into new Geographies
while going deep within existing markets. Accompanied by a higher penetration of Sahaj will be a substantial increase in the
number of transacting Sahaj Mitr outlets leading to an upsurge in transactions which will further enable up selling and crossselling.

• Sahaj-Bharat
• Sahaj route
• Sahaj networks

In the recent past, our business model has been re-chiselled to make it financially stronger and
viable while expanding our bouquet of products and services on the back of new and exciting
partnerships. Sahaj has an established brick-and-click model, providing both G2C and B2C
services in remote geographies using a technology platform. Our endeavor is to create a
profitable and sustainable business which will not only contribute to India's Financial &
Social inclusion agenda but also create a smarter Bharat by bringing in the latest technology to the doorsteps of the rural
citizens.
Today, Sahaj has established its presence across 23 states and union territories. The company currently operates 66,500
service centres as compared to 37,000 a year earlier. Sahaj will continue to expand its footprint adding 1000-1,500 centres
every month in villages with population of 10,000 or less. The revised business model has received encouraging response
and we plan to have 100,000 Sahaj centres in a year's time, which will cater to over 40% of India's rural population.
Friends, Sahaj is committed to build the widest and deepest rural network across the Country and to create the largest
community of Sahaj Customers while leveraging rural market opportunities through technology and partnerships. With
your unstinted passion and support, we are well poised to build a unique brand and platform which will lead ‘Bharat’ into a
‘Smarter Future’ !

Sanjay Nandrajog
Group CEO, Sahaj e-Village Limited
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he hinterlands of India consists of 650,000 villages.
villag These villages
villag are inhabited b
by about 850 million consumers
y's Gross
making up for about 70% of the population of our Country and contributing around half of the country's
Domestic Product (GDP). Rural consumers are particularly aspiring or striving to purchase branded, high quality products
& services. Consequently, businesses in India are optimistic about growth of the country's rural consumer markets, which is
expected to grow faster than urban consumer markets. In line with general trend, rural consumers are evolving towards a
broader notion of value provided by products and services which involves aspects of price combined with utility, aesthetics
and features, and not just low prices.
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Sahaj 2.0 is embracing a techno-led movement towards
virtuality from physicality.
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Owing to a favourable changing consumption trend as
well as the potential size of the market, rural India
provides a large and attractive investment opportunity
for private companies. But rural market can be taken into confidence only if they are provided with fast, safe and secured
technicalities. Sahaj has incessantly been providing pastoral India the same since the last 7 years and has become a name to
reckon with.
Technology

Sahaj in the near future has planned various initiatives to provide and improve the infrastructure in rural areas which can have
a multiplier effect in increasing movement of goods, services and thereby improve earnings potential of rural areas
subsequently improving consumption. Sahaj 2.0 has delved for newer businesses like
• Rural Market to Sahaj entertainment and Financial Inclusion, partnering with India's best name in the
specific sectors.

• Sahaj services
• Would be Sahaj

With the increasing demand for skilled labour, the Indian government plans to train
500 million people by 2022, and is looking out for corporate players and
entrepreneurs to help village advancement venture. Sahaj has taken the identical step 7 years back. Sahaj is presently into the
model of 'assist to assist' but with advancement of technicalities in rural areas, a day will come when pastoral populace will
not be looking for an 'assist to assist' model. They will be enough learned to assist themselves. Keeping this in mind, Sahaj is
grounding for self-assist Financial Services.
Technological capabilities may be rising exponentially, but so are the demands presented by the so-called digital revolution.
Given the continued penetration of mobile devices and mobile application software, and the advent of the Internet of
Things, the sheer amount of available information presents potentially insurmountable challenges for manually dependent
big data analytics. So Sahaj will soon be evolving an aggregator application.
Sahaj has structured itself in such a way that it will allow pastoral population to realize the full potential of the digitized
business economy. Evolving as an exponential organization is a necessity for Sahaj for a better tomorrow. Sahaj's
environment is changing exponentially, and as a result, our businesses are becoming increasingly open and transparent and
mo
we are slowly moving
from a world of scarcity to a world of abundance.

Sudipto Chowdhur
Chowdhury
COO, Sahaj e-Village
e-V
- illage Limited
-V
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2 Crore of Aadhaar enrollment

Sahaj & PACS together
Sahaj e Village Ltd. has partnered with PACS (Primary
Agriculture Co-operative Society) for exploring the
member base of the organization and their needs for
services. The services which will be provided by the
collaboration are
• PAN Card New, Modification, Renewal
• Aadhaar updation, Correction

Sahaj has created a new milestone for itself in Aadhaar
Project by generating more than 2 Crore of Aadhaar
Cards for its Customers.

•Money Transfer (Aadhaar enabled Payment System)

Sahaj’s entire Team expresses its gratitude to
stakeholders, Operator Supervisor, Sahaj Mitr,
Manpower Agencies, UID Team Members and State
Heads for their support in this wonderful journey.

• Mobile and DTH recharges

Crores of Indian people who received their universal
identity through Sahaj with ease, thanks Sahaj for this
initiative.

• Product Distribution (Low COST LED Bulbs,
Smart Stoves, Agri-Utensils etc)

HDFC & Sahaj for FASTag.

• Motor Insurance (CAR, Bike, Tractor, JCB, Truck,
Bus etc)
• Solar Products (Lights, Home solutions, NABARD
funded Schemes)

• Online Self sponsored Computer Courses
By providing all these services Sahaj will earn
commission using its existing infrastructure and
manpower. For Sahaj, the opportunities are
enormous. PACS is working in this field for quite a lot
of time and meeting the needs of grass root
population in quite a similar way as Sahaj.
Sahaj, having the opportunities on an amplified and
large scale. With this opportunity Sahaj will tap the
opportunity of serving the pastoral populace for long
term.

Glad for UP Team !!
FASTag is simple to use, reloadable tag which enables
automatic deduction of toll charges and lets you pass
through the toll plaza without stopping for the cash
transaction. The tag employs Radio-frequency
Identification (RFID) technology and is affixed on the
vehicle's windscreen after the tag account is active.
FASTag is a perfect solution for a hassle free trip on
national highways.
Kudos to Sahaj and HDFC Partnership for this
innovative initiative, for letting drivers know nothing
beats a really good drive.

Sahaj has signed an Agreement with UP Sahakari
Gram Vikas Bank Limited to deliver B2C Services to
the rural population through Bank's Branch Network.
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My

Language
The language which a person has grown up speaking from early childhood is the mother tongue of that individual. My
language of expressing myself since childhood, language I have always been comfortable in speaking and expressing my
emotion has always been my mother tongue – Bangla. Bengali is the antonym for Bangla. Frankly speaking I would always
prefer calling my mother tongue Bangla rather Bengali. Word ‘Bengali’ sounds quiet outlandish to me.
Bangla literature with its millennium old history and folk heritage, has extensively developed since the Bengali renaissance
and it has the most prominent and diverse literary traditions in Asia. Both the national anthems of Bangladesh (Amar Sonar
Bangla) and India (Jana Gana Mana) were composed in Bangla by one and only – Rabindranath Tagore. I feel proud of him.
It will be wrong if I say, I am proud of only Rabindranath, I should say I am a proud of each and every writer and poet who
has creations in Bangla. Rather I should say I am a proud Bangali.

ë³àìƒ¹ K¹¤, ë³àìƒ¹ "àÅà, "à³[¹ ¤à}ºà ®¡àÈà
³àìKà ët¡à³à¹ ëA¡àìº, ët¡à³à¹ ë¤àìº, A¡t¡Òü Åà[”z ®¡àìºà¤àÎà!
"à³[¹ ¤à}ºà ®¡àÈà "tå¡º šøÎàƒ ëÎ>
The above lines were assimilated by noted Bangla composer - Atul Prasad Sen. His popular composition is “Moder Gorob
Moder Asha” means ‘Our pride our hope is our language Bangla’. However, the song was inscribed during the language
movement dating back over 1,000 years in Bangladesh. For Bengali speaking people worldwide, the language itself is a big
part of their history... the very birth of today's Bangladesh is intimately linked with the Bengali language or Bangla.
Truly speaking when I deal with my extreme emotions, the words which comes out from me are Bangla words. I love fighting
in this language and even when I chat with my dear and near ones, I love speaking the same language. English is the language
of my Passion. My language of music is Hindi & Bangla. From Lalan Geeti to Rafi & Gulzar to Gurudev. But the language
of my love, my anger, my abuses is and always be Bangla.
My language of spontaneous outburst is South Indian Languages -amma/aila. The language I love to flirt is Oriya - mu
tumaku bhala pae. This is because of my intense travelling. I have travelled extensive so espoused some from every place. But
my language – Bangla is my love.

Surajit Bhattacharya
Manager, CEO’s Office
Sahaj Setu • April - May - June’17 • Page 5
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2.0

bringing changes in

Employment share
Youth are the hope of the future of the world or in other words the future of the world lies in the hands of the youth. They
are the pillars who build up the nations. They are the resources of our country and the development of our nation depends
on their empowerment. They are productive and active people who are capable of large undertakings.
The proportion of Youth in Indian population has increased over the years. They are now “more” and “better”. The
employment opportunities are also expanding. But the differential rate of growth in employment opportunities and those
becoming employable (educated) has resulted in increasing problem of unemployment. Growth of employment
opportunities are much less compared to those who are joining the workforce (both skilled and unskilled)
The most important factor is the alarming growth of population; it has exceeded 1.2 billion. Population is growing fast but
there is no expansion of corresponding avenues of employment. In comparison with the growth of population, the
economic opportunities in the country has not proportionately increased, there are more young men seeking employment
than there are opportunities to absorb them. They do not possess such technical qualifications as would enable them to take
to some technical lines. The society is thus confronted with the problem of finding openings for the educated young people.
A system of education should be evolved where students are given technical training so that will eventually help them in
securing suitable jobs in appropriate lines of occupations.
Some of the methods, which may be tried for minimizing the effects of unemployment are complex ones, it is hardly
possible for combating it by a single remedy. Its solution depends on a variety of economic and social factors. Sahaj eVillage Ltd. has attempted both, had participated in Rozgar Mela and also working in the field of Skill Development
tirelessly.
Rozgar Mela – Patiala:
In order to make competent youth employable, a ‘Rozgar
Mela’ (employment fair) was organized at Government ITI,
Patiala on 6 April, 2017. The District Administration
organized the fair under the Punjab Skill Development
Mission in collaboration with Sahaj e- Village Limited. 12
prominent Companies had participated in this fair. 700+
candidates were interviewed by the companies and 265+
candidates were selected for jobs.
Candidates who were selected by the Companies received
offer letters on spot. Unsuccessful candidates to receive
further training from Sahaj Skill Development Center,
Sirhindi Gate, Patiala without paying a penny.
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Rozgar Mela –Mahrajganj, Siddharthnagar, Santkabir Nagar- Uttar Pradesh:
With the initiative of Sahaj e-Village in 3 Districts of Uttar Pradesh Rozgar Melas were organized in their respective Sahaj
Kendras. Companies of great repute had come for the selection process, they were: M. B. Motors, Sri Ram Piston, Amrit
Botels, Aquaguard. The candidates were interviewed and companies on spot offered them the job with proper offer letters.
From Mahrajganj Sahaj Kendra 21 candidates got selected. From Sahaj Kendra of Siddharthnagar 11 candidates were
selected and now they have already joined the
companies and working with utmost sincerity. 11
candidates from Sant Kabir Nagar got selected and
have started working with their recruiting company.
Total 43 candidates were selected from the State of
Uttar Pradesh through Rozgar Mela organized by Sahaj
e-Village Limited.
Sahaj e-Village not only providing employment to the
youths but also developing programs partnering with
National Skill Development Corporation.
Sahaj e –Village, recently has revamped its Program MS.
Combo and changed the e Learning Course name to
Domestic Data Entry Operator. It is just not a revamp
but this course got authorization from NSDC. The
students who will get enrolled, after completing the
course will be certified by NSDC. The Course after
revamping gets a more pull factor and acceptance. The Course will foster the student in such a manner that the student
becomes industry ready. NSDC oriented Courses through Sector Skill Council always has got adequate job role and it
prepares the student at per National Occupational Standard.
Sahaj Mitr speaks : Makhan Kumar Paul
In remote village of West Bengal named Kunor in the district of Uttar Dinajpur, a 26-year-old young man has become an
entrepreneur after completing his Graduation Degree in Arts. He is Sahaj Mitr – Mr. Makhan Kumar Paul.
Makhan since his childhood wanted to pursue
his career in Computers so after his Board
Examination, he got himself enrolled in a
Computer Course and with flying colors he
completed his course. But Makhan says,
“During those days there was no Computer
Centre in my village, so I had to relocate. I never
wanted the same to happen to anyone else. So
after completing my Graduation I unbolted a
Sahaj Kendra in my village. The reason behind
setting up a Sahaj Kendra was to initiate e
–Learning & Skill Development Courses for the
young people of my village so that they become
industry ready with Computer Knowledge. My
thought took real shape when I started my
journey with Sahaj.
Sahaj’s e- Learning and Skill Development
Program related to Computers are real helpful to
young generation. Courses are designed in such
a manner that after completing these the students get ready for any kind of industry.”
Along with e-Learning & Skill Development he is also collecting electric bill and doing GI Business for Sahaj since 2013.
While talking to Makhan, we got to know that Domestic Data Entry Operator Course certified to NSDC is a blockbuster.
He says, “Everyone in and around my village knows the value of a Certificate which has the accreditation of Government of
India. There are around 50 students enrolled in this Course. All my students are between the age of 17 – 30 years. They are
learning this subject to give a new dimension to their career.”
Sahaj Setu • April - May - June’17 • Page 7
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Tushar Kant Mohanty
Vice President - G2C & Special Project
Starting a new job gives me the jitters. Like traveling alone to a foreign country,
it's exciting to learn and see new things but also nerve-racking to navigate
logistics and interpret an alien language. I've been on this roller-coaster before
and experienced it a new on 20 March, 2017. On that day, for the first time I
stepped into the Head Office of Sahaj in Kolkata.
I wondered, how important is that first impression and what can a professional
do right from the start to set themselves up for future success? But all were in
vein, I found Sahaj Office very different from other office.
The joining process followed with HR Department. The department has given
me a warm welcome, made me feel at home. This followed my formal
introduction with few of my colleagues. I tried giving a formal introduction but
after interacting with few I felt the atmosphere has already turned informal, cooperative and sharing.
Understand the Organizational Structure, Policies, work environment, culture is a very important aspect for a
professional. So, from the very first day, I tried being on my game. So, with all my bags are packed, I was on wheels
for the field visits.
The G2C team of Sahaj are the competent ones, the only thing which was needed for them is motivation.
During my first visit, I found the team had so many things already in their kitty and they had plans for many addons. For this add-ons, the things which they were looking for were proper guidance, direction and support.
All the - State Heads are extremely cooperative, so very easily a bond got created between them and me.
Working with Sahaj for these days has made me learn that team work and dedication is the mantra of success
which can be felt prominently as and when you enter Sahaj Offices.
da the concepts which has crossed my threshold is “India lives
li es in villages and Sahaj lives
liv
li es in India”. The
liv
In these days
da to day
da needs of rural masses will
deeper the penetration of Sahaj into the pastoral India, the fulfillment of the day
be palpable. Sahaj has already and has to be a part of pastoral India. I found, the concept behind Sahaj is quite
creati e and noble. So, for making more notable and noble, I would strive
creativ
stri e all day
striv
da in and out.
creative
ha e interacted has great respect for Sahaj and has hopes in abundance.
hav
Till date, every client I have
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Krunal Shah
Chief Manager - Maharashtra & Rajasthan
“Go through your roles and responsibilities, understand the expectation from
you, interact with the team and understand individual’s psyche but don’t rush
judging anyone and listen carefully whatever comes to your way
Be a geek about introducing yourself. Take the initiative to meet people, this will
pay off in the end. Start with the closest people you’re directly working with.” –
This was what which was in my mind to get started on the right foot at Sahaj.
But starting off with my job at Sahaj, I found this structure is more tough to
handle as people or rather say my colleagues are much friendlier as I assumed
them to be.
Befriend with veterans in this organization has helped me to understand the
organization better. During my field visit, I have used initial team meetings to
establish what they believe success will look like in the first week, month and three months. At the same time,
being in the managerial position, I have begun setting expectations with my direct reports.
From the start I have started demonstrating and documenting what I am going to demonstrate in the coming days
to the organization. Especially when a lot of new information is coming your way, setting good habits and getting
organized from the start will make my life easier down the line. So documenting is helping me a lot in present days.
Sahaj is all about networking, good networking will have good penetration in the rural populace. So, after joining
Sahaj, I have made it a habit, as I meet new people, I cement the relationships because in rural marketing it makes
the most sense.
Rural market shows a promising future, it is the need of the day to conceive out-of-the-box ideas to lure rural
consumers. India is the largest market in the world with 700 million Rural Folks with growing purchasing power
and increasing aspiration levels. Sahaj is spreading its business by understanding rural realities and perceptions,
untangling rural
ural beliefs and value systems, communicating in an environment
en
of low literacy and looking beyond
con
conv
conventional
entional media
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Although the Indian National Calendar is the official calendar of our country, regional variants still prevail. As a
result, we have a host of new year festivities that are unique to various different regions in this vast country.
Characteristic of the Indian cultural mélange, people in various states of India celebrate the new year in their own
ways. And not all of these fall on the same day!
The varied cultures of Hinduism follow independent calendars; the New Year Day in these calendars is based on
seasons and the agrarian economy of the region. Some calendars are lunar calendars; thus the New Year dates
changes yearly with changes in moon. Majority of the Hindu New Year date falls in the months of March and
April.
The creation that beholds the Indian states is the never ending festival saga. It has acted as a binder to each state
and every culture. The unity and integrity within the nation is somewhat highly influenced by the presence of
such festivals. We're not even over with one of them and other slips out in front of us. But in between that, there
are many which hold special bonds to a particular state. Let's peek into those which carry forward a sentimental
bond to those associated with the particular culture.
Jude-Sheetal
Jude-Sheetal is the celebration of the first day of the Maithili new year. This is
also called Nirayana Mesh Sankranti or Tirhuta in some regions of Mithila.
The festive occasion is in keeping with the Hindu solar calendar. On this
day Satuani is also celebrated in Bihar.
Maithili calendar begins with Baishakh as first month of the year. Sweets
and greetings get exchanged.
This year Jude-Sheetal was celebrated on 14th of April.

Raman Singh, State Head, Bihar
Bihar had set its annual targets on 19th of May 2017 for Financial Year 2017-18. This target was set in the
presence of Group CEO - Mr. Sanjay Nandrajog and COO - Mr. Sudipto Chaudhary.
During the Meet, there were several issues which were discussed - our geographical reach and its
coverage, controlling the scarcity and expenditure of human resources was discussed.
How to proceed with our new businesses, which is on the way of launching was a big agenda of discussion.
The 2 products for my State are Bharatpay & e- Stamping. Bharatpay services will be available for pan
India. Achieving revenue, network expansion and holding the expansion with sincerity was also a part of
discussion.

Sahaj’s CEO & COO rewarding Bihar Team
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Rongali Bihu
Rongali Bihu or Bohag Bihu is celebrated in Assam. The celebration continues for three days. The first day of the
Bihu, that is the last day of the previous year is called Goru Bihu or Cow Bihu. On that day, the cows get washed,
smeared with ground turmeric and then gets worshipped. On the next day, that is the first day of the new year,
Manuh (human in Assamese) Bihu gets celebrated. Next day to Manuh Bihu, is Gosai (Gods) Bihu. On that day,
people worship statues of God hoping for a prosperous and happy new year.
The boisterous Rongali Bihu marks the first day of the Hindu solar calendar, it is observed on the first day of
Baisakh month. The new agricultural cycle of Assam ushers from this day. The celebrations go on for days…
Young belles wear traditional attire sing “Bihugeets” and dance the traditional “Mukoli Bihu”.
The food of the occasion is the “pitha” or rice cakes. People visit each other’s houses, exchange gifts and sweets
and, greet each other a Happy New Year!

Debashis Saha, State Head, Assam
After a good quarter four closing it was now
time to devise a way forward for 17-18. It was
important to create a lean and hungry team,
motivating and challenging each other and thus
delivering a profitable and sustainable business
activity this year. On 10th May 2017, organization’s Chief
Operating Officer - Mr. Sudipto Choudhury was in
Guwahati office for AOP kick off with our SHO team and
shared the intricacies of the business model being laid out for
the coming times. It was a daylong session and the interaction
thus created a collective ambitious vision in the minds of the
SHO team members.

Assam Team with COO

We planned for the roll out of the AOP to the field team
members and held a meet and greet session at a resort near
Manas Wildlife Sanctuary on 22nd May 2017. The journey was a moment to be
fondly remembered singing and dancing and having fun as a team which is so important for a
team to stay together. During the meeting we discussed the Param Mitr concept and emphasized on how
they will have to take up the role of managers for their Param Mitr. Multiplication of the business has to be
the essence for future. The meeting followed by music and dinner which helped the team to unwind and get
ready for the forthcoming year. I wish us the very best.”
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Poila Boishakh
Poila Boishakh is the first day
da of the Bengali calendar. Younger
Y
Young
er people touch the feet of elders and seek their
blessings for the coming year. Near and dear ones send gifts and greeting cards to one another.
As the year draws to a close, Bengalis throng to the bookstall to book a copy of Panjika, the Bengali almanac. It’s a
festi al timings, favorable
festiv
fa orable
fav
handbook which helps to find festival
days, auspicious dates for everything from
weddings to house warmings, from starting a
journey to launching a business and more.
This makes them in very high demand for
the Bengali diaspora.
Baisakh also ushers in the beginning of
the new agricultural season in Bengal.
Hindus throughout Bengal
al
celebrate the year end or ‘Chaitra
Sankranti’ with some exciting
fairs and festivals, such as
Gajan and Charak. Traditional
Charak Mela, which includes
some extreme spiritual acrobatics, is
held in small and big towns of West
est Bengal.
For Bengali traders and shop owners, Poila Baisakh is Haal Khata
time, an auspicious day to ‘open’ the ledger. Ganesh and Lakshmi Puja are solemnized in almost all shops and
business centers, and regular customers are formally invited to attend the evening party. To consumers, it may not
always be something to look forward to, for Haal Khata also means
settling of all outstanding debts of
the preceding year.
1424
1424
The Bengalis penchant for
enjoying good food comes
through best on Poila Baisakh.
The New Year cuisine for lunch,
of course, contains various
preparations of fish and rice.
This year Poila Baisakh was
celebrated on 15th of April.
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Gautam Banerjee, State Head-West Bengal
Sahaj 2.0 is a blend of assist and semi assist and self-help model. This would help Sahaj to expand its
reach in pastoral India. This will create potentials for Sahaj. Soon Sahaj will become a Generic Brand
with several services of innumerable genres. Sahaj has the strength to focus on quality of services and at
the same time bring mass under its domain. The organization comprehends the vision of Empowering
Rural India through a Digital Platform.
Most of the States of our Country has started off with their regional new year few days back, I had my office on
that day as well. After getting back from my office, I spent rest of the day with my family. I feel these days are few in
numbers, so every moment should be rejoiced.
Sahaj 2.0 has a modified structure which focusses on both depth and width of distribution simultaneously. There
will be effort to stabilize new LOBs along with consolidation of existing LOBs. The structure would enable Sahaj
to reach the mass with its B2C & G2C services and develop its customer base substantially.
West Bengal Team had there AOP Meet a short time ago on 15 May, 2017 at Gangtok. The team has celebrated
their success at the Conference. Those three days, the entire Team spent some qualitative time together, which
exhibited the strong bonding and care within the Team. My Team has conveyed a strong message to the entire
Sahaj Family - their efficacy of team management and their methodical attributes for achieving success, Annual
Award Distribution Ceremony was also a part of this Conference.
Altogether, it was a learning and revealing exercise for all of us, where our goals for the upcoming Financial Year
was set. A well-knit event that brought all of us under one platform i.e Sahaj 2.0 and aligned us with the
Corporate Strategies for Financial Year 2017-18.
Bengal Team getting felicitated by COO & State Head

West Bengal Team at Gangtok
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Maha Bishuba Sankranti
Pana Sankranti, also known as Maha bisuba Sankranti, is the traditional new year day festival of Buddhists and
Hindus in Odisha, India. The festival date is set with the solar cycle of the lunisolar calendar, as the first day of the
traditional solar month of Mesha. The festival is celebrated with visits to Shiva, Shakti, or Hanuman temples, as
the day is considered to be the birthday of Hanuman. People take baths in rivers or major pilgrimage centers.
Communities participate in mela (fairs), watch street dance or acrobatic performances. A notable climax of the
social celebrations is fire-walk, where volunteers sprint over a bed of burning coal while being cheered with music
and songs.Feasts and special drinks such as a chilled sweet mango-milk-yoghurt-coconut drink called Pana is
shared, a tradition that partly is the source of this festival's name.
This year Mahavishuva Sankranti was celebrated on 14th of April.

Sanjit Mahapatra, State Head-Odisha
Last 6 months, it has been a great journey for me in my professional life. After taking over the
responsibility as a State Head for Odisha, my role has become quite challenging. Simultaneously it is
becoming more interesting as well. All the LOB heads are playing a vital Role in the State's performance
and it is the combined hard effort which is bearing fruits in the States.

Odisha Team of Sahaj
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Last year was not much effective but the current financial year has
started off well. We have decided to bring a complete turn around this
time. We all are committed to witness a different Kalinga in the coming
days and we all are working hard towards our achievement.
Our AOP meet for this financial year was organized at Puri in the
month of May. The Conference had celebration for the small
achievements and had strategy planning for the upcoming days. We
had reward & recognition program for the achievers as well.
This year Odisha Team has decided to channelize their business
through 3 ways - NGO, Micro Finance and PACS. We have already
started rolling out with PACS and with different regional
NGOs in our State and will start expanding business with Micro
Finance Organizations by the end of this quarter. The major
strategy to enhance revenue support to Sahaj would be Sahaj
Mitr activation, we have targeted at least 1000 this time. The
quality of service to Sahaj Mitr would be more focused centric
and new initiatives are definitely there on the card, to make
EBITA positive for my State.
Bibek Patel & Bibek Panigrahi has played a very crucial role in
bringing back the momentum in the state with the help of Vertical
Heads. e-Lerning has shaped up well with the hard work of Mr. Ravi
Ranjan Kumar and hope we will create new milestone in this
financial year. Bibek Patel has worked hard to get the PACs on track
and at the same time Bibek Panigrahi has worked closely with the
State Government and on boarded the Aadhaar Services.
To be very honest I am not getting much time for my personal life. In
my personal space things are not in place and would take
another 6 months' time to get settled. My seniors have given me
some responsibilities and they definitely
have some
expectations from me which I am trying my level best to deliver .

Odisha Team at their best

Puthandu
Puthandu, also known as Varudapirappu, is celebrated in Tamil
Nadu. It is celebrated on the first day of the Tamil month
Chithirai. Women draw patterns called kolams in the courtyards
of their home. A lamp called a kuttuvilaku is placed on the
center of the kolam - to eradicate darkness. A ritual called kanni
takes place. Kanni means ‘auspicious sight’. People watch
jewelry, fruits, vegetables, flowers, nuts, rice etc., as it is a belief
among Tamil people that it brings prosperity. People wear new
clothes and special dishes are prepared for the occasion. A car
festival is held at Tiruvadamarudur, near Kumbakonam.
This year Puthandu was celebrated on 14th of April. On this
day, Tamil people greet each other by saying “Puttantu
valttukka!” which is equivalent to “Happy new year”. The day is
observed as a family time. Households clean up the house,
prepare a tray with fruits, flowers and auspicious items, light up
the family Puja altar and visit their local temples.
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Gudhi Padwa
Maharashtra celebrates Gudi Padwa, a festival that heralds the advent of spring. It is celebrated on the first day of
the month Chaitra. Early in the morning courtyards of rural houses gets cleaned and then plastered with fresh
cow dung. People finish their ablutions, wear new clothes and decorate their houses with colorful "rangoli"
patterns at the doorsteps. People wear new clothes and special dishes are prepared. Lord Brahma is worshiped on
this day and the gudhi, Brahma's flag gets hoisted in every house as a symbolic representation.

Krunal Shah, Chief Manager - Maharashtra & Rajasthan
Coming together is beginning, keeping together is progress
and working together is success.
ork. I feel
Beginning is the most important part of a work.
proud of myself to get associated with Sahaj. I
star ted my journey with this organization from
organization's Jaipur Office. Jaipur Team has given me a
whole hearted welcome on my joining day. On the very first
ys be
day I said to my team, we are one family, we should always
h other's
optimistic and should always move forward by holding each
a be at
ays
hand. Be it a delightful or a turbulent moment we should always
ease.
Now as it's a new beginning, my team needs to understand and review its roles
and responsibilities for bringing a change and for being successful for achieving goals. I have asked my
team to acquire as much
uch knowledge as they can about their services, market scenario and competitors.

COO at Jaipur Office
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Group CEO lighting the lamp at UP Team’s AOP

Niraj Singh, State Head-Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh Team has always tried to achieve Sahaj's objective and goals through constant hard-work,
dedication, passion and determination. Sahaj DNA is running through the blood of Uttar Pradesh
Team.
Sahaj 2.0 has given us the opportunity for structuring our business in a newer and innovative way. This
has given us the prospect of taking Sahaj into a greater height. This time our main emphasis will be on Sahaj Mitr
Network. This is how we will be able to contribute to the rural society and this is one of the important channel for
contributing revenue to the company. In short we can also say that through this avenue Sahaj handouts “Rural
Empowerment” to the pastoral society.
Sahaj 2.0 as a whole is a new concept for Sahajites and we all are excited to witness the change in the coming days.
Sahaj's UP Team is all set to initiate work in 36-38 districts, dividing it into 9 clusters. Each clusters will have
approximately 3000 Centers and for this we will be appointing approximately 90 Param Mitr to run the entire
show.
Our AOP meet was an enlightening experience for us. Group CEO, Mr. Sanajay Nandrajog and COO,
Mr. Sudipto Chowdhary introduced Sahaj 2.0 to the Team. During the meet there was an exchange of
thoughts and ideas between the Team and the higher management. There were celebrations for the
achievements and forth coming strategies were also discussed. We had reward & recognition program
for the achievers.

UP Team’s AOP Meet
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Sumit Khatri, State Head, Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh
New year marks new horizons for doing new things in a
different manner, and that’s what we at Madhya Pradesh
& Chhattisgarh have done by restructuring ourselves for
new business and re- aligning ourselves for new beginning
of Sahaj 2.0.
We at Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh have focused on the
Aadhaar & PAN card businesses. By improving this domain, we
would try for Financial Inclusion business. Improving overall
transactions and volume will bring good result in our overall number.
With new opportunity in hand - E-Sahaj, we are building blocks and
bringing channel partners in the form of Param Mitr, who in turn will
build up our business and the networks in nooks and corners
of Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh. There been shortlisting of
entrepreneurs, who will lay the foundation of new business for
us and help us in our endeavour - Sahaj 2.0.

MPCG State Head with his team
during AOP preparation

R Mohan, State Head, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka & Kerala
After passing through so many tough challenges Tamilnadu
Team has recreated with sixteen members in the month of
January 2017 and started focussing on Financial Inclusion
business from February 2017. From April 2017 onwards, it
becomes front runner for FI business and made EBITDA positive. Our
spirit, perseverance, dedication, and determination made the south
cluster to run on the right track.
The offsite meet was hosted on 04th and 05th July 2017. In AOP we
discussed and finalised both our achievements and way to reach the
highest level of accomplishment with my higher
management. The attainment and deed has come through
the support and guidance of our COO & Mr. Manoj
Agarwal and my entire Team.

2.0
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Sahaj Team of Tamilnadu, Kerala & Karnataka

http://BSFI@

Sahaj's FI & FS Team with their H.O.D
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of India. Now onwards my kitty has Banking, Financial servicesand Insurancewith rough words like - retail, investment,
cards, stock-broking, payment gateways, mutual funds and both life & general insurance.
The history of Indian financial markets spans back 200 years, around the end of the 18th century. This is one of the oldest
across the globe and is definitely the fastest growing and best among all the financial markets of the emerging economies.
FINANCIAL SERVICES: GROWTH AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Market Expansion
• Large proportion of India's population has limited access to bank credit.
• Unorganized money lending is a general practice in micro-credit.
• High level of professionalism, more transparency and low interest rates brought in by organized microfinance firms, is
expected to expand the market
Favorable Growth Dynamics
• High GDP growth rate, driven by significant corporate earnings, is expected to create the need for more intermediaries in
the capital market.
• Lower penetration of the retail investor segment in the capital markets offers a significant opportunity, given the
increasing per capita incomes.
• India's high savings rate offers significant opportunity to channelize savings into the financial markets.
INSURANCE: GROWTH AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
• According to BRIC data life insurance industry is estimated to grow at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of
14.1%
• Life insurance industries reached US$ 111.9 billion in 2015 from US$ 66.5 billion in 2011
• The Indian health insurance industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of 37.2% from FY'2011 - FY'2017 second largest in
insurance sector.
• Currently, in India approx. two million people (0.2% of the total population) are covered under mediclaim.
I believe Sahaj is perfectly in position with its vast outreach through franchisee model and robust technology to take over
the BFSI sector. Sahaj is already delivering services like banking under banking correspondence model with various
nationalized Banks, Insurance premium collection for various Insurance Companies, Mutual Fund distribution, &
Heath.Soon we will be launching White Label Banking with 108 private and nationalized banks.Sahaj will initiate bill
collection services in association with Bharat Bill Payment system across the country and soon will be tying up with
payment banks.
Courtesy - Manoj Agarwal, Senior Vice President, Head - BSFI
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http://motherhood@

Just because

God doesn’t answer your prayers

doesn’t mean he’s not listening
he has got something better
in store for you-

your mother

Motherhood…the most valuable experience of Life…It is a great
honor and privilege to become a mother. It is the most beautiful lifealtering event that I have ever experienced. As a professional, I have
approached various avenues in life but I have approached
motherhood with more intensity, dedication and care.
I am a working mother but still intend to spent all my spare
time with my child and family. Since early days of my
motherhood I keep communicating with my child through
informal communications about my whereabouts, my work,
my other responsibilities and I find this works magically. My
child responds to every such communications in her own ways.
This really surprises me at times. She is one year eight months old.
Every moment with my daughter is a memorable one for me. She is the
cutest gift of my life. The good god wanted me to live my childhood
once again as “Mummam” of my child, so he has given me this
opportunity. I am enjoying my motherhood at the fullest.

No one else will ever know
the strength of my love

for you.

After all, you are the only one who knows
what my heart sounds like from
om within...

Motherhood –It’s a great & touchy word for me. So far my thoughts are
concerned, motherhood is one of the renowned blessing of God
and great honor for women.
The moment, I gave birth to a baby daughter, I felt that god has
given me the most beautiful gift. I am the luckiest on this earth.
Being mother, gives me strength in every aspect of my life. I
feel my baby has given shape to my life. She has made me a
complete woman. My child has given a notch of maturity and
serenity to my character. Today, I feel after being a mother, I
am handling things much easier - without stress and struggles.
Being a working mother, it is indeed a tough job for me to balance
both work and family at times. I get very less time to look after my
baby. Once I reach home late evening, I try dedicating most of my time to
her requirements. When she giggles it gives me utmost energy.
Every moment is a bliss to be as I hold my angel in my arms. I think and I
wonder how nature has brought us together in this wonderful world. Our
bond is purely out of love and affection.

After all, you didn't have any experience before you got started with the
business of mommy - hood. Truly, for me I was in the threshold between
being a child and a mother. Being a mother was indeed a unique
experience of my life.
When I have given birth to my twins, I experienced not just the birth
of the babies, but my own rebirth as well. Since their birth lot of
changes has ensued in my life - I am no longer free to pursue whatever
I want. May be that makes me a little down but being a mother is not
about what you gave up to have a child, but what you have gained
from having one.
It’s never easy being a mom of twins. It is 24x7 struggle for me. But
I always sort out my jobs by making priority list. I rejoined my job
when my kids were only 5 months old. But at that age even, I felt
that they had understanding about my working hours.
Apart from my job rest of my life, my time is only for my two
little ones.
First time when I took my children in my arms and adored
them, that was when I felt what motherhood is.
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